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September 2021 Christopher Clark PGSN gave a talk entitled “Reginald Davis – Great War Hero”.

September 2019 John E Burnapp gave a talk entitled “So Who Was Zerubbabel”.

May 2019 Edward James Rochead, gave a talk entitled “What is a Masonic Steward?”

January 2019  Christopher Clark PGSN Dep Met Grand Supt, set the scene for what was to   
 be a very delightful, humorous and informative interpretation of an interview of an   
 Irish Freemason named Laurence Dermott, (1721- 1791), played by Donald Mcgarr.   
 The interviewer was played by Ian Currans, PGSwdB, AMetGSupt., wearing a    
 facemask of Graham Redman.

September 2018 Richard T Greenhill (AsstMetGSupt) spoke on the “Mysteries of the Triangle”.

May 2018   Edward James Rochead, a Chartered Mathematician and defence expert, spoke on “The  
 Platonic Solids - their Symbolism and Science”.

January 2018 Padraig Belton spoke on “Padraig’s Progress with Press Pass and Passport”, in an evening  
 with two lectures. Padraig reflected ethically and masonically on his work as an   
 international conflict journalist.

 The Rev’d Timothy L’Estrange (2ndMetGPrin) spoke on “The Janitor’s Toast”, exploring  
 the true identity of the ‘most important toast of the evening’ and themes in the concept of  
 a safe return to one’s native country.

September 2017 The Rev’d Timothy L’Estrange (2ndMetGPrin) spoke on “The First Words”,    
 demonstrating differences in ritual forms of opening the Chapter, and explaining the   
 history of the oldest piece of Masonic ritual still in regular use.

May 2017 John Hamill (President LGRA) spoke on “Masonry Universal”, with illustrations from his  
 international relations work in the office of the Grand Chancellor.

May 2013 Christopher Clark (DepMetGSupt) spoke on “The Demon Drink”, outlining the historic  
 links between Masonry and the Temperance Movement.

More to be added soon

http://lfpc2712.org.uk/images/Lectures/Mysteries of the Triangle - RTG and L Bosman.pdf 

